Calling all Puppeteers
Through a BAAE Grant, BCT will be offering a workshop Oct. 19 – 21 (change of date) with puppeteer Karl Warnke who designed the fire lizards for Dragonsong. The firelizards will be “resurrected” and repaired in order to become ambassadors for BCT. If interested, contact Mary Knox-Johnson at: moxnk@paulbunyan.net asap. There is no charge for the workshop. Age requirement: Ages 10+. Puppeteers will become ambassadors to area schools, hospitals & nursing homes to entertain residents & provide information about BCT.

Bemidji Community Theater purchases the former Book World site.

- This opportunity will allow BCT to consolidate all of its props, costumes, rehearsal and storage at one site.
- It will also provide room to grow in order to expand offerings to include even more people.
- BCT believes collaborating with The Paul Bunyan Playhouse is vital to the theater and the atmosphere downtown, thus major productions will continue at the historic Chief Theatre.
- BCT believes this move will enhance the vitality of the downtown business community by providing a theater district in order to attract even more business and tourism to Bemidji.
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